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MURRAY Bridge is going with the flow in the wake of high river levels and moving the 

hallmark Murray River Splash events program away from the foreshore this year.  
 

The Rural City’s parklands are now being transformed into a magical wonderland of 

school holiday fun called; Murray Bridge Magic.  
 

Rural City of Murray Bridge Mayor Wayne Thorley said Pine Park would become a 

magical forest where all kinds of wild adventures await in January. 
 

“Discover the magic of Murray Bridge this summer under the trees in Pine Park and on 

the lawns at Edwards Square,” he said.  
 

“Join in the fun and transform yourself for the day with a costume - elves, fairies, 

unicorns, wizards, magicians and other magical folk will find themselves in good 

company. 
 

“All events are free or low cost making this temporary magical summer kingdom in the 

heart of Murray Bridge accessible for all families.” 
 

Summer favourites returning to the Bridge include laser and water tag, hamster balls, 

animal farm, glitter tattoos, a rock wall, inflatable slides, pony rides and outdoor cinema, 

along with clown and magic workshops. 
 

Roving performers and musical entertainment, amongst bubbles and fairy lights, will add 

to the atmosphere of a magical kingdom.  
 

Bewitching new fun will include a shark obstacle course, fun run and more! 
 

Bring a picnic lunch or make it easy on yourself and take advantage of the food trucks 

onsite – the kids will thank you fairy much! 
 

Murray Bridge Magic kicks off on Thursday 5 January, with something fun planned every 

Thursday to Sunday throughout January culminating with Australia Day Celebrations on 

the 26th.  
 

Follow Rural City of Murray Bridge on social media and view the full calendar once 

available at murraybridge.sa.gov.au/magic  
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